Letter of Endorsement

Considering Project Information Note on “Utilization of biogas and generation of thermal and electrical energy at “Arax Trchnavabrika” CJSC” project, submitted to the Designated National Authority for the Kyoto Protocol’s Clean Development Mechanism in Armenia, I inform you on following:


2. Designated National Authority endorses the submitted Project Information Note.

3. Designated National Authority is aware that the “Arax Trchnavabrika” CJSC as a Project Host intends to develop Project Design Document on “Utilization of biogas and generation of thermal and electrical energy at “Arax Trchnavabrika” CJSC” project and submit it to the Designated National Authority for approval.

4. Designated National Authority in an established order will assess the Clean Development Mechanism Project Design Document according to the criteria implying sustainable development of the Republic of Armenia as well as in the view of attraction of investments for implementation of the projects under the Clean Development Mechanism in Armenia.

Yours Sincerely,

ARAM HARUTUYUNIAN

Minister of Nature Protection of the Republic of Armenia and Designated National Authority for the Clean Development Mechanism under the Kyoto Protocol